
Cookie Policy 

 

We use “cookies” in order to ensure the optimal operation of this site. The “cookie” technology 

allows certain data to be stored on your device when a website is visited via an internet 

connection. This type of cookie information can be considered as a "flag" to be found on your 

device, likely to be recognized by the web page, which can further optimize the display and 

functionality in a customized way. It is very important to know that a cookie is a totally passive 

type of digital data, which does not run or operate any software (it is not a virus or any other type 

of malicious software and it cannot access the information stored on your computer/device). 

Our web page www.laguna-technology.ro will process the information only with your expressly 

given consent. In case you may want to withdraw your consent for using cookies, please make 

the necessary settings in your browser; however, in such a case, please be aware that some 

features of this webpage may not work properly. 

This type of file described above is able to recognize this website user’s terminal, helping the 

information available on the web page to be presented in the most relevant way and, most 

importantly, adjusted to the user's preferences. Cookies are necessary to provide users with 

comfortable service and a pleasant browsing experience. 

This policy on the use of cookies is in accordance with the EU Regulation 2016/679 on the 

protection of personal data. For further details about your rights, please visit the website Privacy 

Policy. 

Here are some relevant pros for using cookies: 

• the user can benefit of relevant content and services; 

• useful anonymous information is available (such as the number of users visiting the 

website and those pages which are of interest for users) for generating reports needed to 

improve the website; 

• they are useful for retaining the relevant settings of your website (such as website 

language, or any other type of unique customizations): 

• they can control the management of resources in order to optimize the web page loading 

speed; 

• the retention of the registration data on a web page is also done due to cookies settings. 

Cookies are essentially divided into several categories: 

- based on their lifetime: session cookies and fixed cookies; 

- based on the purpose of use: essential or strictly necessary cookies, performance cookies, 

preferences or functionality cookies. 

This website uses more of the above-described categories. For a better understanding, we 

provide some examples below: 

http://www.laguna-technology.ro/


• Session cookies are those types of digital data that are active only as long as the web page 

is being visited; 

• Persistent or fixed cookies are those types of digital data stored on your device until they 

are manually removed from the browser settings; 

• Essential cookies are those types of digital data likely to ensure the operation of the 

website; 

• Performance cookies are those types of digital data that provide information and statistics 

about the website performance, such as the number of daily or unique visits, traffic 

sources, etc. 

• Preferences or functionality cookies are those types of digital data that store the settings 

the user makes on a web page (for instance, display language or font size) and they are 

intended to provide the most customized experience. 

The so-called "third-party cookies" or cookies belonging to third party partner companies can be 

added to all of the above-described types of cookies. 

Please note that personal data such as name or bank details are not for the purpose of using 

cookies. 

For better understanding the types of cookies this website uses, please see the table of active 

cookies. 

Strictly necessary cookies1 

 

Cookie key  Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Expiration  Description 

PHPSESSID laguna-
technology.ro 

/ First-
party 

Session Cookie 
generated by 
PHP-based 
applications. 
This is a 
general 
purpose 
identifier used 
to maintain 
user session 
variables. 
Normally it is a 
randomly 
generated 
number, the 
way it is used 
may be site 
specific, but a 
good example 
is maintaining 



a user's 
connection 
status between 
pages. 

Performance cookies 

Cookie key Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Expiration Description 

_gid  .laguna-
technology.ro 

/ First-
party 

1 day This cookie is 
set by Google 
Analytics. 
Stores and 
updates a 
unique value 
for each page 
visited and is 
used to count 
and track page 
impressions. 

_ga  .laguna-
technology.ro 

/  First-
party 

2 years This cookie 
name is 
associated 
with Google 
Universal 
Analytics - 
which is a 
significant 
update to the 
most 
frequently 
used Google 
analytics 
service. This 
cookie is used 
to distinguish 
unique users 
by assigning a 
randomly 
generated 
number as a 
customer 
identifier. It is 
included in 
every page 
request in a 
site, and is 
used to 
calculate 
visitor, session, 



and campaign 
data for site 
analytics 
reports. 

Targeting cookie 

Cookie key Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Expiration Description 

_gat_gtag_UA_138603455_1 .laguna-
technology.ro 

/ First-
party 

1 minute  This cookie is 
part of Google 
Analytics and is 

used to limit 
requests 

(acceleration 
request rate). 

_fbp .laguna-
technology.ro 

/  First-
party 

3 months  Used by 
Facebook to 
deliver a range 
of advertising 
products, such 
as real-time 
bidding from 
third-party 
advertisers 

test_cookie .doubleclick.net /  Third-
party 

15 minutes This cookie is 
set by 
DoubleClick 
(which is 
owned by 
Google) to 
determine if 
the website 
visitor's 
browser 
accepts 
cookies. 

IDE .doubleclick.net / Third-
party 

1 year This cookie is 
set by 
Doubleclick 
and provides 
information 
about how the 
end user uses 
the website 
and any 
advertisements 
that the end 
user may have 



seen before 
visiting the 
site. 

_gcl_au  .laguna-
technology.ro 

/  First-
party 

3 months This cookie is 
set by 
Doubleclick 
and provides 
information 
about how the 
end user uses 
the website 
and any 
advertisements 
that the end 
user may have 
seen before 
visiting the 
site. 

_gat_gtag_UA_70400506_3 .laguna-
technology.ro 

/  First-
party 

1 minute  This cookie is 
part of Google 
Analytics and is 
used to limit 
requests 
(acceleration 
request rate). 

Functionaliy cookie 

Cookie key  Domain Path Cookie 
type 

Expiration Description 

pll_language laguna-
technology.ro 

/ First-
party 

1 year To store 
language 
settings. 

 

Your consent/agreement to using cookies is valid on the domain https://laguna-technology.ro    

How can I turn cookies off? 

The turning off and removal of cookies may make certain websites impractical or difficult to 

visit and use. Also, refusing to accept cookies does not mean that you will no longer receive / 

view online advertising. 

Settings can be made in the browser so that these cookies are no longer accepted or the browser 

can be set to accept cookies from a specific website. Still, you may not leave comments unless 

you are not registered using cookies, for instance. 

All modern browsers allow changing cookies settings. These settings are usually found in the 

"options" or "preferences" menu of your browser. 

https://laguna-technology.ro/


The following links may be useful for better understanding such settings, otherwise you can use 

the browser's "help" option for more details. 

Cookie settings in Internet Explorer 

Cookie settings in Firefox 

Cookie settings in Chrome 

Cookie settings in Safari 

 

https://support.microsoft.com/ro-ro/windows/%C8%99tergerea-%C8%99i-gestionarea-modulelor-cookie-168dab11-0753-043d-7c16-ede5947fc64d
http://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/cookies-information-websites-store-on-your-computer?redirectlocale=en-US&redirectslug=Cookies
http://support.google.com/chrome/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=95647
http://support.apple.com/kb/PH5042

